
‘GARAGE SALE MYSTERY: THE DEADLY ROOM’ 
 

SYNOPSIS 
 
 
In the 19th century, Gustov Carson awakens to find that his ailing wife, Elizabeth, has 
died in their house. Flash forward to present day, where garage sale maven Jennifer 
explores this house with her friend Adrian, the real estate agent for the grand old home. 
The two prepare for the 19th century themed open house party later that week. 
 
Jennifer attends the party with her husband, Jason, their daughter, Hannah, and 
Jennifer’s friend and co-owner of “Rags to Riches” consignment shop, Dani.  They chat 
about the house, including how the property investor, Erica, spent a lot of money 
flipping the house. Adrian’s co-worker Peter jokes that he wanted the listing, and real 
estate developer, Donald, says he initially planned to buy the property and turn it into 
an apartment complex.  Later, Jennifer sees Adrian arguing with her stepsister, Tina.  
 
Hannah talks to another party guest, William Carson. This descendent of the original 
owners had offered to buy the property before Erica flipped it, and hopes to try again 
with money he “earns” online gambling: a shady character, indeed. 
 
Later that evening, an elderly man collapses, and Peter rushes to help him before EMTs 
come to the site to take care of him.  After that excitement, Adrian thanks everyone for 
coming, and announces that with several offers on the table, the house will sell soon. 
 
To Adrian’s dismay, an anonymous blog entry, “CURSE OF THE DEADLY ROOM,” is 
posted after the open house, and reports that many people have died in a hidden room 
in the Colonial home.  All three offers are pulled.  To disprove the curse rumor, Adrian 
decides to sleep overnight in the room with a webcam running the whole time.  
 
Nothing alarming happens on the evening’s webcam footage, which Jennifer and Dani 
watch. The next morning, however, Jennifer is shocked to see that Adrian doesn’t move 
when her alarm sounds. 
 
Detective Frank Lynwood investigates Adrian’s death at the Colonial home.  He tells 
Jennifer that Adrian died of natural causes, but Jennifer suspects foul play.  She 
investigates the house, where Erica is mourning the demise of her investment.  
 
Later, Jennifer visits Tina to express her condolences. Tina is not upset in the least 
about Adrian’s death, and says she did not get along with her stepsister. Adrian 
controlled their trust fund after their parents died, which Tina had resented since she 
was a child. 
 
Detective Lynwood tells Jennifer the autopsy results show natural causes, and that the 
tape of Adrian sleeping revealed no one coming in or out of the room.  Even when the 
coroner confirms with Jennifer that the cause of death was natural, she is still doubtful. 
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Jennifer and Dani attend Adrian’s wake, and see Tina, Peter, Donald and Patrick, the 
owner of Adrian and Peter’s real estate firm.  Everyone appears to be mourning except 
Tina, who tells Jennifer that she’s just pretending.  She even asks for Jennifer and Dani’s 
help in selling Adrian’s furniture so she can redecorate the house, which is now hers. 
 
Later, Jennifer researches the house’s deadly history.  Elizabeth Carson was the fourth 
person to die in the “cursed” house.  Jennifer then goes to an open house to talk to 
Peter, who believes Erica had nothing to gain from Adrian’s death.  When Jennifer talks 
to Erica herself, Erica says that Donald was displeased that Adrian prevented him from 
turning the house into apartments.  She also notes that William Carson has already 
come in with an offer since Adrian’s death, which is even less than what she paid for it. 
 
Jennifer reviews all of the suspects: Donald, who wanted to build an apartment 
complex; Erica, who presumably has the least to lose; Tina, who gained Adrian’s house 
and control of her trust fund and William Carson, who wants the house. 
 
Jennifer returns to the house to pick up a statue she had loaned for the party.  She finds 
a hidden staircase that leads to the bedroom where Adrian died, and a syringe cap left 
on the stairs.  Even more startling than this new evidence, though: the secret door 
slams shut, locking Jennifer in the stairway without her purse or cell phone! 
 
When Jennifer does not return home that night, Jason calls Dani, who tells him she was 
going to the Colonial house hours ago.  They rush to the house, where they free 
Jennifer from the stairway and call Detective Lynwood and Erica. Though they realize 
that the door shuts automatically – meaning no one trapped Jennifer in there – the 
presence of the stairway is still troubling.  
 
Later that night, Jennifer tells Jason her theory that someone hid in the stairway and 
poisoned Adrian.  Still unexplained, though, is why no one showed on the footage, and 
no poison showed in the autopsy.  
 
Jennifer goes to Adrian’s old house – now Tina’s house – to help Tina with Adrian’s 
belongings.  She is shocked to discover that William Carson has moved in after just 
meeting Tina at the open house!  Jennifer, Dani and Hannah sort through Adrian’s 
photos, including photos of Adrian and Peter as former sales partners, that evening. 
 
Peter meets with Jennifer to discuss the case over coffee.  Neither can figure out how 
Adrian was killed.  Before Jennifer leaves the coffee shop, Donald stops her and angrily 
asks her to stop pursuing the case, as it is fueling the rumor of the deadly house. 
 
Logan, Jennifer’s son, helps her analyze Adrian’s web video. They discover that Adrian’s 
watch skips from 3:07 to 3:10, and that she moves slightly in that time.  This wasn’t live 
footage at all – and three minutes of it was edited out!  Now Jennifer must find a  
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computer whiz with knowledge of the Colonial house.  The online poker hacking William 
Carson stands out as a key suspect. 
 
Jennifer tells Dani about the web video discovery, but waits to tell Detective Lynwood 
until she knows how Adrian was killed.  She chats with the coroner again, who admits 
that sometimes a single injection could be missed in an autopsy, and that certain 
poisons are virtually untraceable.  The coroner thinks that succinylcholine, which 
hospital workers or EMTs use, is the most likely option. 
 
Under the guise of looking for old photos, Jennifer asks Peter for Adrian’s work laptop so 
she can search for the three minutes of lost footage.  Peter tells her he’ll bring the 
laptop to the Colonial, which he’s showing to clients.  When Jennifer arrives to the 
Colonial, however, Peter is there alone, and says his clients cancelled. 
 
Meanwhile, Dani finds photos of Adrian and Peter together as a couple in Adrian’s boxes 
of photos.  When she discovers a photo of Peter in an EMT uniform, she calls Jennifer to 
warn her.  
 
Peter menacingly forbids Jennifer from answering her phone when Dani calls.  Jennifer 
spots a syringe and knows she’s in trouble, so she discreetly answers her phone so Dani 
can overhear and send help. 
 
While Dani listens, Jennifer accuses Peter of waiting in the stairway, injecting Adrian 
with poison, and hiding his crime by delaying the webcam.  Peter confesses he did it 
because Adrian left him, and shows Jennifer the missing footage of the murder.  Afraid 
for her life, Jennifer knocks the syringe to the floor and runs.  Peter chases her, but 
thanks to Dani, Detective Lynwood is outside the house, ready to arrest him.  
 
Jennifer may have had a close call investigating this mystery, she has no plans to stop, 
and prepares for her next adventure!  
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